Abstract. In the passive location system, the traditional maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) location method can't eliminate larger error or wrong parameter automatically, and does not apply to multi-target situation. A novel location method named as position information field for target (PIFT) location method is proposed for multi-target based on the MLE location method. By adding a cost function, the PIFT location method can overcome the disadvantage of MLE location method mentioned above and adapt to the complex electromagnetic environment. It is suitable for the multi-target localization and determines target's number and position simultaneously even the measured parameters of multi-target are indistinguishable. The effectiveness and adaptive of the proposed method is verified by computer experiments.
Introduction
In the traditional passive location system, the signals of radiation source are detected firstly by observation platform, and the measuring parameters related to the positioning of targets such as direction of arrival [1] , time of arrival [2] and time difference of arrival [3, 4] are also obtained by observation platform though some certain algorithm. We can use these measured parameters and the positioning of the station itself to estimate the positioning of radiation sources through grid search, iteration or analytic method and so on. Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) location method [5] is a kind of typical method used in passive location system, which using all the parameters information obtained by the platform to estimate the positioning of radiation source. MLE location method has a good positioning performance for single objective when the errors of the measured parameters are small.
However, in the actual complex electromagnetic environment, measurement parameters errors are larger, and even get error parameters. Take the classic direction-finding method [6] as an example, we should use some estimation algorithm such as MUSIC [7] , ESPRIT [8] and digital interferometer direction finding [9] to obtain target's direction before location. If there is a station received weak signal, or interferometer fuzzy cannot correctly solution [10] , we may obtain larger error or wrong parameters. The performance of the MLE location method will sharp decline in the presence of measurement error or wrong parameters, because it doesn't have the ability to eliminate error or error parameters.
In addition，MLE location method is not applicable to multiple targets location when target's number is unknown and measured parameters are undistinguished by target. In other words, we can get right location result using MLE location method when measured parameters are only for one target, but we will get wrong location result when measured parameters of multiple targets are undistinguished. If the undistinguished parameters came from more than one target, MLE location method will use all of measured parameters to estimate only one target's position.
In this paper, the position information field for target (PIFT) location method is proposed mainly for multi-target localization. This method maintain good location performance in the presence of larger error or wrong parameters, and suitable for the multi-target localization and determines target's number and position simultaneously even the measured parameters of multi-target are indistinguishable.
MLE location method
Assume that the observation platform and radiation sources are located at the ground for convenience of analysis. The passive location system contains M observation platforms which located at (,) 
() E h X is the theoretical value of the azimuth which jointly determined by the position of the first observation platform 11 (,) xy and the position of the target (,) xy. However, k z may be a certain type of measurement parameter in the practice positioning process, such as direction of arrival (DOA), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA) and so on. k z also can be a composite of various types of parameters. The measured parameters written in matrix form is
Among them,
Assuming no prior knowledge about the target position E X , according to the maximum likelihood estimation criteria, the best estimate for E X is achieved when likelihood function of the observation sample (/) p ZX to obtain the maximum. Namely,
Where, () p • represents a probability density function. ˆE X , the maximum likelihood estimate of E X , is the most likely location of E X in the region X D with Observational data Z . If we assume the measurement noise is Gaussian noise with zero mean, then formula (4) can be expressed as
Where,
Rvv .Calculate logarithmic of the right formula(5), formula(5)can be further equivalent to
If we hypothesize that ,1,2,,
L are independent of each other, the measurement errors of each parameters are also independent. R can be written as 1 2 000 000 000 000
Formula (6) can be further written as
PIFT location method
From equation (6) we can see that all of the observed parameters are used to estimate the location of the target, or if some observed parameters with larger error or wrong, it may lead to a larger target location error, even the positioning error. Therefore, we introduce a cost function to filter parameter information. Equation (8) can be modified to
Where, [ ] C • is a cost function. The role of the cost function is to filter parameter information, remove erroneous data, and reduce the impact of large errors data on the positioning results estimation. If the measurement noise is Gaussian distribution, measurement data can be denoted as~(,) kkk zNR µ . Since the data standard error of Gaussian process is mainly less than 3 k R . We can make 3 k R γ = , then the cost function can be selected as follows
The cost function can be defined as limited squared cost function. Cost function can have a variety, but positioning results of different cost function is slightly. It can be used as a cost function as long as it has the function of screening data in theoretically. A variety of cost function and even can be used in cascade. Without loss of generality, measuring a large number of same type parameters relating to target can be considered as Gaussian distribution during positioning. Therefore, we use limited squared cost function in the later discussion.
Equation (9) and (10) can also be written as
Assuming that the prior probability density of target located at X is 0 () p X , the PIFT can be defined as 
From equation (12) we can see that cost function will satisfies the equation (12)-(a) in the vicinity of the target point if the parameter measurement error is small. Conversely, if parameter measurement error is large or wrong, cost function will satisfies the equation (12)-(a) in the vicinity of the target point. Thus, cost function will lose its function in the ideal case of a single target location with all the measured parameters are very high accuracy. The PIFT location method will equivalent to the MLE location method in this case and has a good positioning performance.
However, if part of the parameter measurement error is large or wrong, MLE location method will use all of the observed parameters to estimate the positioning of the target and get poor or wrong positioning results. The PIFT location method will better positioning results in this case by using the cost function to filter parameter information, remove erroneous data, and reduce the impact of large errors data on the positioning results estimation. The PIFT location method is no longer equivalent to the MLE location method in this case.
In addition, The MLE location method is not applicable to multiple targets location when target's number is unknown and measured parameters are undistinguished by target even with high accuracy measured parameters. The MLE location method will not get the location of multiple targets because of the number of target location is unknown and the measured parameters are indistinguishable, it just gets a most consistent target location with bulk of the measurement parameters. The PIFT location method can achieve indistinguishable multiple targets location with a cost function, unlike the MLE location method.
PIFT location method implementation steps
The positioning process of the PIFT location method can be divided into two steps. First, select location region and divide into grids. Second, determine the number and location of the target. Select location area and divide into grids. Before using PITFT location method, we should select an area of interest may exist locate targets according to some priori information. The area shape can be square, circular or fan-shaped and so on. Taking the square area as an example, choosing Cartesian coordinate system, and assuming that an edge of the square area parallel to the X axis of the coordinate system. The area range can be expressed as: 
The maximum peak is (,) [ (1), (1) (21) Measurement parameters can be classified according to the target on P goals for the same treatment. Then we can get each target's position and orientation error by iterative method using initial point obtained by PIFT location method.
Experiments
The positioning performances of the PIFT location method and MLE location method are analyzed by multi-station direction-finding method. Assume five stations, numbered 1,2,3,4,5, located at (0,0) km, (25,0) km, (50,0) km, (75,0) km and (100 , 0) km, respectively. 
Among them, ˆ(,) nn xyis the nth estimation position of the target. Assuming observatory 1 ~ 4 can get more accurate direction of arrival (DOA), which direction finding precision fixed to one degree. The direction finding precision of station 5 changes from one to ten degrees. The purpose of this experiment is to study the positioning performance of two location method in the presence of big measurement error or even wrong observation data.
In the process of positioning calculation using PIFT location method, we think 12
are equal, and all equal to one degree, in other words, the precision of direction finding is hold to one degree. The reason why we did this assumption is that we don't know great measurement error or wrong data are contained in observation data in advance, which is consistent with actual direction positioning process. Fig.1 shows the relations between RMSE of two location methods and the accuracy of direction finding of 5th station with 500 Monte-Carlo experiments. The two location methods can maintain better positioning accuracy in fig.1 when each observatory direction finding precision is higher. However, the positioning performance of MLE location method drops rapidly with the deterioration of an observatory direction finding precision, and PIFT location method still able to maintain good positioning performance. Ten directions of arrival data are obtained by five stations with direction finding error of one degree. But we can't able to determine which five directions of arrival is about first target or second target, in other words, measured data cannot be classified according to the target. The positioning results of these data using MLE location method and PIFT location method are shown in figure 2 and figure 3 , respectively. Comparison of fig.2 and fig.3 we can find that the MLE location method can only get one target's position, and the estimated target's position is wrong, which is approximately the middle of the true position of the two targets. This indicates that the MLE location method does not have the ability for multiple targets location. The PIFT location method can determine the target's number is two, the position of the two targets are close to the real position respectively within the allowed error range, which indicate that the PIFT location method has the ability to multiple targets location when measurement parameters used to locate are indistinguishable.
Reducing the distance between the two targets, the second target's position change to (45,60) km. Suppose station 4 and 5 can only obtain one direction of arrival about the first target and second target, respectively, other observatories are measured two orientations, direction finding error is also one degree. In practical application, the number of targets usually unknown, the orientations measured by stations 4 and 5 cannot determine whether belonging to the same goal. The positioning results of two location method in the case of information lost are shown in fig.4 and fig.5 . Through the figures 4 and 5 can be found that when the two targets are relatively close, the MLE location method can only estimate the position of one target, the wrong location results are obtained while the PIFT location method can still distinguish the number of targets and realize positioning. But when multiple targets are too close, PIFT location method also may be unable to distinguish between the target and the multiple targets may be sentence to one target.
Conclusions
The positioning performance of MLE location method fell sharply in the process of single target location when some parameters measurement error or wrong, and it cannot realize positioning when parameters about multiple targets are indistinguishable. The PIFT location method has been raised in this paper. It has stable performance and strong robustness by adding cost function, which can reduce the impact of large error or wrong data to positioning results. The PIFT location method can obtain the number and location of targets at the same time in fixing the indistinguishable multiple targets. The indistinguishable parameters can be classified according to the target number and location in the subsequent processing, and the indistinguishable multiple targets positioning problem is transformed into single target positioning problem.
